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Overview

This year, the Early childhood SIG has seen significant change, with Alex and John stepping
down as Chairs and Michelle and Lynsey stepping up to take the role. It was clear that more
change was on the horizon as Clare left Ukraine and headed for the USA, and Michelle
approached retirement. The SIG members agreed that it was a priority for the year was to:

Reconnect - Build a wider-reaching digital presence and network. Share readings, articles,
and images to promote joy and good practice amongst the community and put play back on
the agenda after long periods of online learning.

Relight- O�er our first online event to kick start regular sessions and research the needs of
the ECIS community.

Refresh- Start the process of selecting multiple new members.

 Goals for 2021-2022

● Inspire early childhood educators to bring play and joy back to the classroom
● Reconnect, refresh and revive the ECIS EC Early childhood community post covid
● Commit to building an online presence and interactive community for the EC community
● Keep promoting high-quality and developmentally appropriate early childhood education

within our community

Social Media

In January 2021, The ECIS EC SIG began
a project to increase its media presence.

An Instagram and Twitter account was
created to build on the 816 existing
Facebook followers.



Current members with social media accounts have been posting weekly. The SIG aims to
attract new members keen to be involved with building this part of the community, so posts
become a daily occurrence and the SIG can reach a more diverse global audience.

Collaboration

The EC SIG worked together to create some
marketing plans to reconnect, refresh and revive
the ECIS early childhood community post covid.

The intention was to boost social media presence
while targeting areas of interest and problems in
practice expressed by members.

Events

On Tuesday 7th, June, Pam Mundy kicked o� our
reconnection event with a webinar entitled "Relighting
the early years fire."
This event gave us insight into the EC community's
diversity, wants, and needs.

Our insights from this event include that members want:
● Opportunities for more online events
● Inspiration to get children back into inquiry after long periods of lockdown
● Ideas to inspire risk-taking in play and learning
● Ideas to build more opportunities for play

During this webinar, many attendees were present from the middle east. Considering
this, we feel that an additional goal for the future would be to:

Extend our communities' reach and support outside of Europe.
This event was also used for advertising for new SIG members, and it is worth
considering a 'hub and spoke approach' for the new SIG while looking for members


